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Introduction 

Illicit financial and arms flow has become a prevalent issue within countries today due to 

the increase activities in international organized crime such as smuggling of firearms, drugs, and 

valued minerals and human trafficking. Additionally, illicit financial and arms flows pose many 

challenges for developing countries. It deprives the country of resources for investment, 

therefore, hampering the rate of economic growth. This can be detrimental to a country’s 

advancement since there has already been 150 million USD obtained in corrupt means. The 

reduction of illicit financial and arms flow is at the forefront of international agenda’s. 

Governments around the world are working collectively to prevent money laundering, 

international bribery, and tax evasion. Recently, hundreds of countries have been sanctioned for 

foreign bribery and 1300 tax evasion agreements have been signed by numerous countries. Illicit 

financial and arms flows significantly threaten the reduction of income inequality within the 

world. Developing countries with lower tax revenues face greater benefits from the reduction of 

illicit financial and arms flows due to the corruption in many of these countries governmental 

systems. The United Nations (UN) has already placed two agenda in order to combat this issue. 

As a part of their Sustainable development goal number 16, the UN has stated to increase the 

trace of seized, found, or surrendered firearms with illicit origins and determine the value of 

inward and outward illicit financial flows.  

The reduction of illicit financial and arms flows, and strengthening the recovery of and 

return of stolen assets and combat all forms of organized crimes has been a prevalent issue in 

many african countries. The movement of illicit financial and arms flows has been a primary 

threat to security, safety, and stability of the African Union. Following the UN sustainable goals, 

in 2017, the African Union has adopted their Roadmap to Practical Steps to Silence Guns in 
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Africa by the year 2020. The African Union has focused on the reduction of arms flows 

particularly in conflict zones and country borders.  

Although a huge issue in Africa the UN has stressed the effort needed by the international 

community in order to reduce the scale of the issue by 2030. The partnership between the 

World Bank and the United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime (UNODC) has created the Stolen 

Asset Recovery Initiative (StAR) to work on the prevention of corrupted funds. It serves as a 

platform of communication between judiciaries of countries to efficiently return stolen assets.  

Definition of Key Terms 

Illicit Financial Flows 

“Illicit financial flows refers to the movement of money across borders that is illegal in its 

source (corruption or smuggling), its transfer (tax evasion), or its use (terrorist financing).” 

(International...)  

Illicit Arms Flows 

Illicit arms flows refers to weapons found or surrendered to authorities that have illegal 

origins breaking international law.  

Tax Evasion 

Tax evasion is the illegal underpayment or no payment of tax.  

Transnational Organized Crime 

Transnational Organized Crime includes groups which illegally work irrespective of 

country borders.  

International Monetary System 

The International Monetary System is a set of internationally recognized rules and 

regulations facilitating international trade, cross border investment, and general relocation of 

capital across state borders.  

Capital  

Capital is wealth or other assets owned by companies or people, generally used to start or 

invent in business.  

Money Laundering  
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Money laundering is the concealment of illegally obtained money, typically done through 

transfer of the money to forign banks or illegitimate business.  

Shell Companies  

Shell companies are inactive corporations or businesses used for financial needs of larger 

companies, such as reducing tax liabilities, storing funds, and accessing finances. These larger 

companies remain anonymous. It is important to note that the use of shell companies is not 

necessarily deemed illegal.  

Multinational Companies 

Multinational companies are corporations that operate and have assets in more than one 

country.  

Arms Trade Treaty 

The Arms Trade Treaty is a multilateral treaty that regulates international trade in regard 

to weapons.  

Transfer Pricing  

Transfer pricing refers to the amount of money that is exchanged when two or more 

companies transact with each other.  

Background Information 

Illicit financial and arms flow started to fund illegal activities across country borders. 

These activities are grouped into three main areas: criminal activities such as human and drug 

trafficking and illegal arms trade, corruption including theft and bribery by government 

officials, and tax evasion. This has recently become a prevalent issue to many governments, due 

to its direct connection with corruption. It heavily impacts the global economy, larging hurting 

developing countries.  

Criminal Activities  

Illicit financial flows can encourage criminal activities, specifically transnational organized 

crime. The use of illicit financial flows helps fund this organized crime. Human and drug 

trafficking is where the majority of the money is used. The nature of these crimes are difficult to 

track by governments. The United Nations Interregional Crime and Justice Research Institute 
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(UNICRI) has therefore partnered with various countries to help prevent these crimes by 

assisting governments in detecting, investigating, and prosecuting these forms of trafficking.  

Corruption 

Corruption and criminal activities are interalited. The money stolen through corruption is often 

used to fund criminal activities and further government officials agendas. The illicit transfer of 

government funds in developing countries can undermine development and reduce resources 

available for public services. By doing so, it weakens the trust between citizens and state, as 

decreases the country's capacity to attack investors. This leads to the country no longer being 

able to fuel the economy. It is important to note that this does not imply that all political officials 

are corrupt, merely highlights that many have committed such crimes within developing 

countries. Currently many organizations and countries are working together to restore stolen 

funds.  

Tax evasion 

In many developing countries there are failing tax systems due to corruption and weak capacity. 

Tax revenue is how the government is able to finance development. When citizens stop paying 

taxes it prevents the government from helping the country to continue to grow. To combat such 

issues, governments must be willing to expand on their means of communication with other 

countries.  

Major Countries and Organizations Involved 

United Nations Office of Drugs and Crimes (UNODC) 

The UNODC have done extensive research on the subject matter, and discussed it within their 

committee on multiple occasions. After the creation of the Sustainable Development Goals, it 

has sprouted the UNODC to work with various countries to develop platforms or initiatives to 

combat the issue at hand.  

The World Bank 

The World Bank is an organization that provides advice, financing, and research to developing 

nations to aid their economic growth. The World Bank has partnered with the UNODC to create 

the Stolen Asset Recovery Initiative (StAR). StAR initiative helps prevent corrupted funds 

through increased communications between the judiciary of countries.  

Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) 
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The OECD is an organization that promotes the improvement of economic and social well being. 

Alongside their member countries, they have partnered with and supported the United Nation 

and the World Bank initiatives to help combat this issue.  

International Monetary Fund (IMF) 

The IMF is an organization that works with its members to provide financial policy advice, track 

economic development, and supervise the international monetary system. The IMF has multiple 

different policies in place to help prevent illicit financial flows. They have played an important 

role in destabilizing global transfers of capital.  

Bolivia  

The Bolivian government is actively a part of numerous UN initiatives, including StAR. Within 

StAR, they have been involved in freezing suspected accounts. Bolivian representatives have 

expressed support of solidifying international efforts against illicit arms flows. The Bolivian 

government has also made the first firearms legislation, Law No. 400 on the Control of 

Firearms, Ammunition, Explosives and Other Related Materials. They have been working 

towards strengthening protocol and internal framework to prevent illegal manufacturing and 

trafficking of firearms. This protocol is an important step towards reducing illicit arms flows.  

South Africa 

In South Africa majority of their illicit financial flows arise from transfer pricing in the mining 

sector. They have lost around 65 million dollars due to illicit financial outflows. To reduce this 

issue, South Africa is a part of multiple organizations in Africa combating illicit financial flows in 

Africa, including The High-Level Panel on Illicit Financial Flows from Africa and The Tax and 

Justice Network in Africa. It is important to note that there is a lack of research done in this area 

by the South African government. However, the extensive research done in the region has 

helped shed light on this issue in South Africa.  

Timeline of Events 
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Date Description of event 

March, 2012 Creation of Laws or launching mission against illicit 

financial and arms flows in Bolivia, Moldova, Paraguay, 

and Uruguay  
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Relevant UN Treaties and Events 

● International Cooperation to Combat Illicit Financial Flows and Strengthen Good 

Practices on Asset Return, 16 May 2019 (A/RES/72/207)  

● Promotion of International Cooperation to Combat Illicit Financial Flows and Strengthen 

Good Practices on Assets Return to Foster Sustainable Development, 10 January 2019 

(A/RES/73/322) 

Previous Attempts to solve the Issue 

Since this an UN sustainable development goal 16.4, the UN is currently working on 

preventing illicit financial and arms flows. They have held numerous forms and meetings 

regarding illicit financial and arms flows, thus, starting to launch multiple programs to prevent 

these actions. Since these attempts have just begun, there have not been any substantial 

outcomes. But, the organizations and countries predict there will be a more measurable outcome 

in the following years to come.  

Possible Solutions 
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May, 2012 Deconstruction of firearms in Argentina 

October, 2012 Austrian representative discuss Arms Trade Theory and 

UN Programme of Action on small arms and light 

weapons (UN PoA) in the UNODC 

February, 2014 Strengthening the operative and legislative response 

against trafficking firearms in West Africa 

September, 2015 UN Sustainable Development Goal 16.4 

September, 2016 Experts meet to discuss the Target 16.4 of the UN 

Sustainable Development Goals and the UNODC study 

on firearms.  

October, 2016 UNODC launched an investigation on the persecution of 

firearms trafficking.  

October, 2016 As a part of the Sustainable Development Goals, the UN 

started monitoring illicit financial flows and firearms.  

February, 2019 UN Security Council accepted Africa’s Silencing  
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A solution to illicit financial flows is having stronger trade laws and regulations between 

borders. By doing so, governments will be able to montital their financial flows in a more 

efficient manner. Thus, reducing the possibility of having illicit financial flows. This can be done 

through detecting cross-border tax evasion, and strengthening anti-money laundering laws. 

Additionally, by eliminating anonymous shell companies and improving transparency between 

multinational companies, governments will be able to keep better track of financial flows. This 

reduces the amount of illicit financial flows.  

Similar to illicit financial flows, by having stronger trade laws and regulations for illicit 

arms flows between countries. Governments can authorities the search of international cargos. 

This prevents the legal weapons from even entering the country. This can be done through the 

Arms Trade Treaty, since they play an important role in establishing these shared laws on illicit 

arms flow and transfer of weapons. Although the Arms Trade Treaty is established, it would be 

beneficial for countries to continue to monitor if these laws are being followed.  
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Appendix or Appendices 

I. https://star.worldbank.org/#:~:text=The%20Stolen%20Asset%20Recovery%20Initiativ

e,safe%20havens%20for%20corrupt%20funds. 
This website is useful because it details the work the World Bank is doing. It specifically 

highlights the StAR initiative and details how they are working with different countries 

and the UN.  

 

II. https://www.oecd.org/corruption/Illicit_Financial_Flows_from_Developing_Countries.

pdf 

This website is helpful because it gives background information on illicit activities and 

discusses what the OECD is doing to prevent these activities. It also goes into detail on 

different acts of corruption and tax evasion.  

 

III. https://www.un.org/pga/73/event/international-cooperation-to-combat-illicit-financial-

flows-and-strengthen-good-practices-on-asset-returns/ 

This website is useful since it discusses one of the UN resolutions on this topic. It links 

illicit financial flows to the UN sustainable goals, highlighting how the UN is working to 

combat this issue through various objects and initiatives they have in place.  
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